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From Garrick to Gluck

2004

a collection of 18 essays on musical theatre in the eighteenth century written between 1967 and
2001

Christoph Willibald Gluck

2003

first published in 2003 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Gluck and the Opera

1895

this book explores all aspects of gluck s historically important opera orfeo

C. W. Von Gluck: Orfeo

1981-08-20

christoph willibald gluck composed for operas in such a way that served the story and related the
poetic quality of music he possessed a gift for creating unity between the art forms that comprise a
ballet or opera this bibliography and guide ties together the different writings on this artist
providing faster access to the information on his life and work

Gluck and the Opera

1976

this volume presents a collection of essays by leading gluck scholars which highlight the best of
recent and classic contributions to gluck scholarship many of which are now difficult to access
tracing gluck s life career and legacy the essays offer a variety of approaches to the major issues
and controversies surrounding the composer and his works and range from the degree to which
reform elements are apparent in his early operas to his contribution to changing perceptions of
hellenism the introduction identifies the major topics investigated and highlights the innovatory
nature of many of the approaches particularly those which address perceptions of the composer in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this volume which focuses on one of the most fascinating
and influential composers of his era provides an indispensable resource for academics scholars and



libraries

Gluck and the Opera

1978

bonded leather binding

Gluck and the Opera

1967

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Christoph Willibald Gluck

2013-12-16

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections
such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the
original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally
important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your
understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable
book

Gluck and the Birth of Modern Opera

1963

excerpt from gluck his operas with an account of their relation to musical art these essays and
criticisms upon the operas of gluck together with the two companion volumes 1 a critical study of
beethoven s nine symphonies and 2 miscellaneous essays upon wagner gounod and weber with



addition of some fugitive sketches collectively comprise the great work by hector eerlioz entitled
a travers chants etudes musicales adorations eoutades et critiques about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works

Gluck & His Operas

1976

excerpt from gluck his operas with an account of their relation to musical art the felicitous mode of
expression which berlioz naturally possessed added to his copious knowledge and the
extraordinary pains with which the present essays were evidently prepared render the latter so
well able to speak for themselves that introduction in the sense of any reference to their detail is
unnecessary but it may be useful to refer to the general outline adopted which is one not only of
very liberal dimensions but which includes in addition to the usual range of considerations
forming part of a dissertation of this description the treatment of a whole group of subjects bearing
a subsidiary relation to the main objects of criticism about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

Gluck and the Opera

2009

in this richly illustrated study the viennese reform of opera and ballet is placed in the context of
christoph gluck s decade long involvement with the city s first french theatre established in 1752
following a detailed examination of the institutional and cultural frameworks of theatrical life in
maria theresia s capital drawing upon important new documentary sources and of the interaction
between parisian and viennese repertories each of the areas of gluck s activity in the burgtheater
concerts opera comique and ballet and their products are examined in turn such masterworks as



orfeo ed euridice and don juan are shown to be intimately connected with the regular musical
repertory of the french theatre which was itself rich in innovation in addition a large number of
works by gluck and his colleagues are identified and analyzed here for the first time

Gluck & His Operas

1972

gluck and his operas is a classic study of one of the most important composers of the late 18th
century written by the renowned french composer hector berlioz and translated into english by
edwin evans this book offers insights into gluck s life work and musical philosophy it also provides
detailed analyses of his most important operas including orfeo ed euridice and iphigénie en aulide
with its clear writing insightful commentary and detailed musical analyses gluck and his operas is
a must read for anyone interested in the history of music and opera this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Gluck

2017-07-05

title orfeo ed euridice wq 30 composer christoph willibald gluck original publisher novello the
complete vocal score to gluck s orfeo ed euridice as originally published by novello in 1885 with
italian and english text performer s reprints are produced in conjunction with the international
music score library project these are out of print or historical editions which we clean straighten
touch up and digitally reprint due to the age of original documents you may find occasional
blemishes damage or skewing of print while we do extensive cleaning and editing to improve the
image quality some items are not able to be repaired a portion of each book sold is donated to small
performing arts organizations to create jobs for performers and to encourage audience growth

Gluck and the Opera

2013-03-01

this volume presents a collection of essays by leading gluck scholars which highlight the best of
recent and classic contributions to gluck scholarship many of which are now difficult to access



tracing gluck s life career and legacy the essays offer a variety of approaches to the major issues
and controversies surrounding the composer and his works and range from the degree to which
reform elements are apparent in his early operas to his contribution to changing perceptions of
hellenism the introduction identifies the major topics investigated and highlights the innovatory
nature of many of the approaches particularly those which address perceptions of the composer in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this volume which focuses on one of the most fascinating
and influential composers of his era provides an indispensable resource for academics scholars and
libraries

Gluck and His Operas

1914

the history of music is most often written as a sequence of composers and works but a richer
understanding of the music of the past may be obtained by also considering the afterlives of a
composer s works genealogies of music and memory asks how the stage works of christoph
willibald gluck 1714 87 were cultivated in nineteenth century paris and concludes that although
the composer was not represented formally on the stage until 1859 his music was known from a
wide range of musical and literary environments received opinion has hector berlioz as the sole
guardian of the gluckian flame from the 1820s onwards and responsible together with the soprano
pauline viardot for the revival of the composer s orfeo in 1859 the picture is much clarified by
looking at the concert performances of gluck during the first two thirds of the nineteenth century
and the ways in which they were received and the literary discourses they engendered coupled
to questions of music publication pedagogy and the institutional status of the composer such a study
reveals a wide range of individual agents active in the promotion of gluck s music for the parisian
stage the revival of orfeo is contextualised among other attempts at reviving gluck s works in the
1860s and the role of berlioz viardot and a host of others re examined

Gluck and the Opera

2021-09-10

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are
images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy



Gluck and the Opera

2013-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains
as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant

Gluck His Operas

2015-06-15

a comprehensive new opera study guide with libretto of gluck s orfeo ed euridice orpheus and
eurydice opera study guide with libretto featuring principal characters in the opera brief story
synopsis story narrative with music highlight examples burton d fisher s in depth and insightful
commentary and analysis and a newly accessible libretto translation in italian and english in
parallel side by side

Gluck & His Operas, with an Account of Their Relation to
Musical Art

1915

an operatic masterpiece by one of the greatest composers of the classical era based on guillard s
adaptation of euripides tragedy gluck s music and guillard s libretto combine to create a powerful
and moving work of art this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the



preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

Orpheus

1941

michael ewans explores how classical greek tragedy and epic poetry have been appropriated in
opera through eight selected case studies he examines the issues through a comparative analysis of
significant divergences of plot character and dramatic strategy between source text libretto and
opera

Gluck His Operas

2017-12-20

j j was born for music jean jacques rousseau wrote of himself not to be consumed in its execution
but to speed its progress and make discoveries about it his ideas on the art and about the art are
fertile inexhaustible rousseau was a practicing musician and theorist for years before publication of
his first discourse but until now scholars have neglected these ideas this graceful translation
remedies both those failings by bringing together the essay which john t scott says most clearly
displays the juncture between rousseau s musical theory and his major philosophical works with a
comprehensive selection of the musical writings many of the latter are responses to authors like
rameau grimm and raynal and a unique feature of this edition is the inclusion of writings by these
authors to help establish the historical and ideological contexts of rousseau s writings and the
intellectual exchanges of which they are a part with an introduction that provides historical
background traces the development of rousseau s musical theory and shows that these writings are
not an isolated part of his oeuvre but instead are animated by the same system this volume
fashions a much needed portal through which literary scholars musicologists historians and political
theorists can enter into an important but hitherto overlooked chamber of rousseau s vast
intellectual palace

Gluck and the French Theatre in Vienna

1991

orfeo ed euridice is an opera composed by christoph w gluck based on the myth of orpheus set to a
libretto by ranieri de calzabigi it is the first of gluck s reform operas in which he attempted to
replace the abstruse plots and overly complex music of opera seria with a noble simplicity in both
the music and the drama though originally set to an italian libretto orfeo ed euridice owes much to
the genre of french opera particularly in its use of accompanied recitative and a general absence of



vocal virtuosity indeed twelve years after the 1762 premiere gluck re adapted the opera to suit
the tastes of a parisian audience at the académie royale de musique with a libretto by pierre louis
moline

Gluck

1972

this book explores how the enlightenment aesthetics of theater as a moral institution influenced
cultural politics and operatic developments in vienna between the mid eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries moralistic viewpoints were particularly important in eighteenth century
debates about german national theater in vienna the idea that vernacular theater should cultivate
the moral sensibilities of its german speaking audiences became prominent during the reign of
empress maria theresa when advocates of german plays and operas attempted to deflect the
imperial government from supporting exclusively french and italian theatrical performances
morality continued to be a dominant aspect of viennese operatic culture in the following decades
as critics state officials librettists and composers including gluck mozart and beethoven attempted to
establish and define german national opera viennese concepts of operatic didacticism and national
identity in theater further transformed in response to the crisis of emperor joseph ii s reform
movement the revolutionary ideas spreading from france and the war efforts in facing napoleonic
aggression the imperial government promoted good morals in theatrical performances through the
institution of theater censorship and german opera authors cultivated intensely didactic works
such as die zauberflöte and fidelio that eventually became the cornerstones for later developments
of german culture

Libretto with English Text of Orpheus

1987

Gluck & His Operas, With an Account of Their Relation to
Musical Art. Translated From the French by Edwin Evans

2023-07-18

Orfeo Ed Euridice

2015-03-23



Gluck & Monteverdi Opera Libretti

2008

Gluck

2017-07-05

Orfeo Ed Euridice

2008

Genealogies of Music and Memory

2021

Gluck and His Operas, with an Account of Their Relation to
Musical Art Translated from the French by Edwin Evans

2012-01-01

Gluck & His Operas, With an Account of Their Relation to
Musical Art

2018-02-19

Gluck's Orfeo Ed Euridice Opera Study Guide with Libretto

2018-03

Orpheus

1987



Iphigenie Auf Tauris

2023-07-18

Opera from the Greek

2007-01-01

Christoph Willibald Gluck und die Opernreform

1989

Essay on the Origin of Languages and Writings Related to Music

2009-07-01

Orfeo Ed Euridice/Orphée Et Eurydice

2014

Morality and Viennese Opera in the Age of Mozart and
Beethoven

2016-09-13
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